The government should control the amount of violence in films and on television in order to
decrease the level of violent crime in society. To what extent do you agree or disagree? 媒体
It is often proposed by the general concerned citizens and parents in particularry that the official
government regulations should be imposed on the violent contents by the government to reduce the
incidences of crimes. From my own perspective, I agree partially with the given statement.
The most obvious reason to advocate the proposal is that violent scenes in movies and TV
programmes are always often blamed for the elevateding rates of juvenile delinquency. Of the most
concern are the recent findings that excessive exposure to violent contents may increase
aggressiveness and desensitize a child to the suffering of others, and that the strong visual impacts
may distort a child’s ability to distinguish real life from a simulation. Since teenagers are so
sequacious impressionable and ignorant that they wouldhave more difficulty distinguishing right from
wrong and therefore more easily go astray, it seems necessary to advocate for the government to
implement policies to regulate the contents of the mass media.
However, the government ‘s scrutiny and interventions may reduce the attractiveness quality and
appeal of movies and TV seriesvarious entertainment. Directors or scriptwriters writiers are should
be the ones who determine the plot and visual effects so that the essence of their works would can
be expressed and presented accurately. For instance, Harry potter would lose its appeals, if the
scenes of the decisive battle between Hogwarts and Lord Voldemort, which is considered as
brutalwhich is filled with instances of violence and death, is had been truncated. Moreover,, it is
argued that some scenes such as these which are often judged to be violent and censored in certain
countries in reality context domight not have to be considered cruel in fictional cinematographic
cinematic and television works and should be kept for their visual effects and plot artistic integrity.

In conclusion, Ii believe rigorous censorship should be enforced by the government
so as to reduce the incidences of crimes. However, it censors should be judge critically if the scenes
are necessary and to what extent they are can be considered gratuitously violent. BesidesMoreover,
large-scale educational campaigns aimed at enhancing public awareness of obeyingthe laws are
supposed to be launchedwould also help mitigate criminality.
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